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Abstract. This paper deals with the parameter choice for the NL-Means algorithm. Starting
with basic computations on toy models, we study the bias-variance trade-off of this filter using a
simple notion of regularity in the patch space. We show that this regularity is necessarily local and so
should be the parameters of the filter. Relying on Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimate, we then propose
a way to locally set these parameters, and we compare this method with the Non-Local Means with
optimal global parameter.

1. Introduction. In recent years, patch-based methods have drawn a lot of
attention in the image processing community. Inspired by the work of Efros and
Leung [10] for the texture synthesis problem, Buades et al. have proposed the Non-
Local Means (or NLmeans) denoising algorithm in their seminal paper [6]. Their
idea (also suggested independently in [1]), is to take advantage of self-similarities in
images by comparing local neighborhoods (the ”patches”) across the whole image.
Each pixel value is estimated as a weighted average of all others, and the pixels whose
neighborhoods are the most similar to the neighborhood of the one to be denoised are
given the largest weights. This novel point of view has stimulated many authors and
it is at the core of most of the state-of-the-art image denoising algorithms.

The aim of this paper is to discuss the choice of parameters of the standard
NLmeans filter. Our study reveals that the parameters should be set locally within the
image. Numerically, it raises the problem of automatic parameter tuning. Resorting
to Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimate (SURE) [29], we introduce an algorithm which
automatically computes the best local parameters in the image, so that we can propose
a spatially adaptive version of the NLmeans filter.

To discuss the tuning of parameters of the NLmeans algorithm, we interpret this
choice as a bias-variance dilemma. Contrary to the approach of [14], which also
relies on a bias variance analysis, we mainly focus on the choice of the smoothing
parameter rather than on the search window. This choice should be made depending
on the regularity of the image, a notion that is to be defined. To begin with, we
make use of the condition presented in [25] as a necessary assumption on the signal
for NLmeans to work:

Assumption (Patch Regularity) Similar patches have similar central pixels.
We shall refer to this property as patch regularity. This concept will be made pre-

cise in the rest of the paper. Notice that a similar, information theoretic formulation
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can be found in [1], stating that conditionally to the rest of the patch, the entropy of
the law of the central pixel is very low.

The different contributions in the literature range from a better understanding of
the algorithm to the proposition of brand new algorithms, but one may classify them
in three categories.

Several authors have proposed a variational framework for non-local image pro-
cessing [15, 11, 12], bridging the gap between total variation based methods and
non-local algorithms. Let us also mention the work of Brox et al. [4] and Azzabou
et al. [3] based on similar variational considerations. Generally, these variational
problems are solved using iterative methods. Since non local filters require a lot of
calculations, reducing their computation time is a crucial matter, not only for iter-
ative denoising methods but also for real time denoising, and several authors have
proposed fast implementations of the Non-Local Means, among which [8, 5].

A different point of view consists in addressing the performance of the NLmeans
algorithm by studying images in the patch space: Peyré shows in [20] that for several
models of signals (e.g. smooth or cartoon), images lie on a manifold in the patch
space, and he deduces restoration algorithms in that framework. In [28], the NLmeans
algorithm is interpreted as one step of a heat equation in the patch space and the
connection with classical diffusion-based denoising algorithms is established. The
analysis of this non-local heat equation is carried further in [19, 23], where a whole
point of view on spectral analysis on manifolds is developed.

Eventually, one may examine non local methods from a more statistical point of
view: in [13], the NLmeans are extended to deal with coloured noise and the choice
of the weight function is discussed. In [2], the authors propose an adaptive denoising
algorithm based on Marginal Posterior Modes estimation, whereas Deledalle et al.
[9] introduce an iterative algorithm based on maximum likelihood estimation which
allows one to deal with other noises than Gaussian, e.g. multiplicative speckle noise.
Moreover, a new light was shed on the classical NLmeans by Salmon and Le Pennec
[22] who interpret it as the aggregation of estimators in a PAC-Bayesian approach.
Also, it was recently proposed in [29] to globally set the parameters of the NLmeans
by the SURE method.

In terms of performances, some of the best denoising results are obtained, to our
knowledge, by two different approaches that rely on non-locality and patch-denoising:
the BM3D algorithm, which is built on classical signal processing tools, proposed by
[7] and another one which is based on learning dictionaries of patches in [17].

Notations. Let us consider a d-dimensional signal u, with d ∈ {1, 2}, defined on
a domain Ω ⊂ Zd. Given an odd number s and a pixel x ∈ Ω, we define the patch
U(x) of width s centered at x as the sd-dimensional vector whose coordinates are gray
values of the pixels in a square neighborhood of x with side s :

U(x) = (u(x+ j))|j|∞≤ s−1
2
. (1.1)

The NLmeans filter compares patches in the image u to restore the value at pixel x
according to the following formula:

NLu(x) =

∑
y∈Ω e

− ‖U(x)−U(y)‖2

2h2 u(y)∑
y∈Ω e

− ‖U(x)−U(y)‖2
2h2

(1.2)
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The l2 norm we use to compare the patches is normalized :

‖U(x)− U(y)‖2 =
1
sd

∑
|j|≤ s−1

2

(u(x+ j)− u(y + j))2,

so that h is homogeneous to a gray level.
Since the common habit is to restrict the above search for patches to a search

window of side-length W around x, the sums in (1.2) may be replaced by sums over
all y ∈ Ω such that |x− y|∞ ≤ W−1

2 .
Therefore, when denoising an image using NLmeans, the user has to set the

following parameters:
• The patch size s, which is often set to 7× 7 or 9× 9, but should a priori be

related to the scale of objects in the image.
• The smoothing parameter h, which stands for the typical distance between

similar patches, and which depends on the noise level. Some authors have
proposed to choose it proportional to the noise standard deviation.

• The size of the search window W , which has a dramatic impact on the com-
putation time, but which also has an influence on the visual quality of the
results.

In fact, these parameters are far from being independent, and making the right
choice is no easy task. Our aim is to give some insight on how these parameters interact
with one another. The guiding principle of our study is the bias variance trade-off:
Section 2 is devoted to highlighting some qualitative properties of the NLmeans filter
on one and two-dimensional toy examples, in particular the bias of the NLmeans
in these cases. In general, explicit computations of the solutions are out of reach,
so that in Section 3 we use a representation in the patch space to predict whether
the estimation of a pixel is much biased or not. This is of course related to the
patch regularity, and a few examples should convince the reader that this regularity
is necessarily local. In the last Section, we handle this trade-off locally, first by using
an oracle which gives the main guidelines of an efficient denoising, then by relying on
Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimate, first proposed in [29] in the framework of NLmeans.
Incidentally, we propose a fast method to find the optimal global parameter of the
NLmeans.

Let us emphasize the main contributions of the paper :
• understanding the patch regularity in term of bias variance trade-off, and in

particular showing the need to tune the parameters of the NLmeans algorithm
locally.

• introducing an automatic spatially adaptive version of the NLmeans, and
demonstrating the effectiveness of the approach on various numerical exam-
ples.

2. Understanding NLmeans with basic examples. The aim of this section
is to illustrate some qualitative properties of the NLmeans filter using elementary
computations. We deal with deterministic signals and we assume that there is no
noise. Informally, one may think of this as a study of the ”bias” of the filter.

Most examples are one-dimensional but the conclusions extend straightforwardly
to images that are invariant along one axis.

2.1. Periodic crenel. The reader who is unfamiliar with the NLmeans filter
might think that it is able to restore arbitrarily well any periodic signal. However,
it can be shown that the only functions that are invariant by NLmeans are constant
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functions (a direct proof is given in [11]), so that even periodic signals must be altered
one way or another. The following example gives a concrete illustration of this fact.

Assume we want to denoise a quickly oscillating periodic texture which can be
modelled by a crenel. We work on a one-dimensional signal, but the result extends to
images of black and white stripes which are parallel to the axes of the image.

Let us precise the framework. For simplicity, we shall assume that:
• The periodic signal is a crenel, with period T and intensity α.
• The period is T = 2p where p is an odd number.
• The patch size is s =

(
k + 1

2

)
T , for k ∈ N (i.e. the period of the signal is

small compared to the patch size). Notice that the following result still holds
when s = kT , but it is unusual to set an even patch size.

• The size of the search window is infinite, or it is a multiple of T .
An illustration of the following discussion is given in Figure 2.1.
Patch distances. Fixing one pixel x, let us compute the patch distances. For

−T2 + 1 ≤ j ≤ T
2 , a translation by j pixels leads to a difference of (2k + 1)|j| pixels,

and the squared distance between two patches is :

‖U(x)− U(xj)‖2 =
(2k + 1)|j|α2

s
=

2
T
|j|α2

where U(x) and U(xj) denote the patches centered respectively at x and xj , and
xj = x+ j.

By periodicity, we get the other distances and we see that the distance function
is a periodic triangle (see Figure 2.1).

Output of the filter. Assume that the pixel x we want to denoise belongs to the
crenel, i.e. there exist j1, j2 ≥ 0 such that u(xj) = α for −j2 ≤ j ≤ j1, with
j1 + j2 + 1 = T

2 and u(xj) = 0 otherwise.
By periodicity, we have :

NLu(x) =

∑
−T2 <j≤

T
2
e−
‖U(x)−U(xj)‖

2

2h2 u(j)∑
−T2 <j≤

T
2
e−
‖U(x)−U(xj)‖2

2h2

Let us write r = 1
T
α2

h2 . Then NLu(x) = αAB with on the one hand:

B = 2

T
2 −1∑
j=0

e−rj − 1 + e−r
T
2 =

1
e−r − 1

(e−r
T
2 − 1)(1 + e−r)

and on the other hand:

A =
j1∑
j=0

e−rj − 1 +
j2∑
j=0

e−rj =
1

e−r − 1

(
2e−(

j1+j2
2 +1)r cosh(

j1 − j2
2

r)− (e−r − 1)
)
.

Recalling that j1 = T
2 − 1− j2, we set the origin at the center of the crenel (i.e. x = 0

is the central pixel of the crenel) and we get:

NLu(x) =
α

(1− e−r T2 )(1 + e−r)

(
1− e−r − 2e−

1
2 (T2 +1)r cosh rx

)
. (2.1)

The expression for the other parts of the signal are obtained by replacing NLu(x)
with α−NLu(x) and translating the signal by T

2 .
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Fig. 2.1. Effect of NLmeans on a periodic crenel. Left, an extract of the original signal (solid
blue line) and the patch distance to the patch centered at pixel 118 (dashed red line, rescaled). Right,
the same extract of the original signal (solid blue line) and the result provided by the NLmeans filter
(red dashed line): it is a piecewise catenary. The analytic expression of this result is given by (2.1).
The period of the crenel is T = 14, its intensity α = 64, the patch size is s = 21, h = 20.

Comments. In particular, at the boundary of the crenel, the intensity of the pixel
is:

NLu(x) = α
1

1 + e−r
. (2.2)

As a consequence, the filter smoothes the discontinuity.
Clearly, the NLmeans algorithm does not preserve this periodic signal. In this

particular case we can draw the following conclusions :
• In each region of the domain, the solution given by NLmeans is a catenary.
• Averaging property : for fixed α, T , and h→ +∞ (infinite tolerance) we get:
NLu(x) ∼ α

2 (grey image). For α� h (i.e. r → +∞), NLu(x) ∼ α.
• The less contrasted the details, the more they are degraded by the filter. The

non-linearity of this effect is illustrated in (2.2) since r depends on α.
• When there is no noise, the patch size has no influence on the final result

provided that it is larger than the characteristic size of the periodic pattern.
Considering larger or smaller patches does not allow to discriminate the pixels
of the crenel better. When dealing with noisy images, it is of course better to
consider larger patches, since for large s, the (normalized) squared distance
‖Ũ(x) − Ũ(xj)‖2 = 1

s

∑s
i=1(ũ(x + i) − ũ(xj + i))2 is likely to be close to its

expectancy E‖Ũ(x)− Ũ(xj)‖2 = ‖U(x)− U(xj)‖2 + 2σ2 by the law of large
numbers, which, as noticed in [6], preserves the order of similarity between
patches. Yet, textures are not exactly periodic: they may be repeated slightly
differently, their period or pattern may vary slowly (or quickly) which prevents
from using very large patches (see Fig. 3.8). We shall come back to this
dilemma in Subsection 3.4.

2.2. Isolated details and choice of the search window. Assume now that
we want to denoise an isolated pattern, modeled by a single crenel of size T

2 and
intensity α, and, for simplicity, that the patch size is also equal to T

2 . This time we
assume that the signal has length N � T .

As before, considering a point x, we can compute the distance between patches:

‖U(x)− U(xj)‖2 =

{
2|j|α2

s for |j| ≤ j1 + j2 + 1 = T
2

2Tα2

s otherwise.
(2.3)
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Let us write r = 2 α2

sh2 .
Let A (resp. B) be the numerator (resp. denominator). We have :

A =
j1∑
j=0

e−rj − 1 +
j2∑
j=0

e−rj =
1

1− e−r

(
1− e−r − 2e−(

j1+j2
2 +1)r cosh(

j1 − j2
2

r)
)
,

B = 2

T
2∑
j=0

e−rj − 1 + (N − T − 1)e−r
T
2 .

Therefore, the result of NL-means inside the crenel is (see Figure 2.2):

NLu(x) = α
1− e−r − 2e−

1
2 (T2 +1)r cosh rx

(1− e−r)
(

2
∑T

2
j=0 e

−rj − 1 + (N − T − 1)e−r
T
2

) . (2.4)

In the case of an infinite signal (or image) (N → +∞) we see that NLu(x) = 0
for all x ! In practice, the image is finite, so we do not get a black picture. However,
it is worth noticing that the result when denoising an object depends on the size
of the image one embeds it in. This behavior is not absurd since in large images
a small structure is more likely to appear because of the noise. However, this is
quite different from what happens when denoising images with total variation based
methods for instance. An interpretation of this phenomenon is that NLmeans has the
following a-priori : good images are images with repetitive patterns. The larger the
background, the less the isolated detail is ”repeated” compared to the background.

In dimension 2, this phenomenon also happens, not only on a tiny set of pixels,
but also on lines, no matter how long they are. Indeed, let us consider a white line ∆
over a dark background. In an image of N pixels, such a line has at most, say,

√
N

pixels. Then the result for a point x of the line is approximately :

NLu(x) =
α
∑
xj∈∆ e−

‖U(x)−U(xj)‖
2

2h2∑
xj∈∆ e−

‖U(x)−U(xj)‖2

2h2 +
∑
xj /∈∆ e−

‖U(x)−U(xj)‖2

2h2

≈ α
√
N

√
N + (N −

√
N)e−

δ2

2h2

≈ αe
δ2

2h2

√
N

(2.5)

where we used the approximation e−
‖U(x)−U(xj)‖

2

2h2 ≈ 1 for all point xj ∈ ∆, and

e−
‖U(x)−U(xj)‖

2

2h2 ≈ e−
δ2

2h2 otherwise. Here δ2 stands for the squared distance from U(x)
to a dark patch.

As N → +∞, the line fades (see Figure 2.3). The problem is that, when denoising
a small detail or a line, pixels are averaged with any other. Because of the exponential
function, the weights assigned to the wrong patches are small, but they are nonzero.
If these patches are very numerous they will have a strong influence.

Notice that this behavior also appears with the Yaroslavsky filter [30], but with
NLmeans it is strengthened by the use of large patches. Indeed, in that case we see
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Fig. 2.2. Bias and loss of isolated details. Left: an extract of the synthetic input signal
modelling an isolated detail (solid blue line) and the patch distance to the patch centered at pixel
105 (dashed red line, rescaled). Middle: the same input (solid blue line) and the result provided by
the NLmeans filter (red dashed line: when the total signal size is N = 200, green dotted line when
N = 800 - zeros where added): it is a catenary inside the crenel. The analytic expression of this
result and therefore the bias is given by (2.4). The size of the crenel is 7, its intensity α = 64, the
patch size is s = 7, h = 20. The increase of the total size of the signal has little effect on the bias

since the pattern has a similar scale as the patches (e−r
T
2 � 1). Right: same experiment, using a

patch size of s = 15. Since the patch size is larger than the pattern, the size of the image has a large

impact on the bias (e−r
T
2 ≈ 1).

Fig. 2.3. Loss of lines and isolated details. Left: Boat image with little noise (σ = 5). Middle:
Result of the NLmeans filter (h = 6, s2 = 7× 7, search window 11× 11). Right: same experiment,
using a search window 61× 61. Notice that several ropes vanish when the size of the search window
increases (this should be seen on a computer screen).

that in the above examples (Eq. 2.4 and 2.5), the weights assigned to the background

pixels (namely e−r
T
2 and e−

δ2

2h2 ) are large, which implies that the details fade even
more (see Figure 2.2, right). In the literature, the dependence on the size of the
image is transferred to another issue because one usually restricts the set of patches
to a search window around x. Originally ([6, 1]) this was intended to speed up the
algorithm, but several authors (e.g. [11]) reported that it also lead to an improvement
of the visual result. We shall discuss this point in Section 3.3. For now, let us notice
that this raises two issues. First, using a search window turns the problem of the
size of the image into another one: one has to choose the size of the window. Second
of all, on the theoretical ground, it is very different to restrict the search of patches
to a window for computational reasons than to do this because we know that it will
produce better results. The second approach contradicts the ”non local philosophy”:
it amounts to saying that beyond a certain (spatial) distance objects are useless for
the estimation of a pixel. However, if a similar object appears at the other side of the
image (and this happens in natural images) there is no reason why we should refrain
from using it to denoise x.
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Fig. 2.4. Effect of the NLmeans on a step signal. The size of the signal is N = 1000, the first
750 coefficients are zero, the other 250 have intensity α = 32. The parameters are s = 21, h = 10
(dashed line) and h = 20 (dash-dot line). The length of the transition area is equal to the patch size.
The bias at each pixel is all the more important as h is large and the pixel value is rare (see (2.6)).

2.3. Step edges and the patch size. In this last toy example, we wish to focus
on the effect of the patch size on the smoothing of edges. Consider for instance an
image with N pixels, divided in two parts, one being black and the other being white
(with intensity value α). We assume that there are θN black pixels and (1 − θ)N
white pixels, with θ ∈ (0, 1). Arguing as in Paragraph 2.1, we may compute the
analytic expression of the output of the NLmeans filter, and we see that there are two
phases, black and white (very slightly moved towards grey), and a transition between
them which lies along the edge and with width proportional to the patch size s. The
analytic expression is a bit more complicated than before, since the position of the
pixel appears both at the numerator and at the denominator, but taking the limit as
N → +∞, one can show that :

NLu(x) =
α(1− θ)

(1− θ) + θe(2b(x)−s)r , (2.6)

where b(x) is the number of black pixels in the patch centered at x (e.g. b(x) = s

if the patch of center x lies completely inside the black region), and r = α2

2h2s . An
example for θ = 3

4 is shown in Figure 2.4.
In practice, the smoothing effects described in this section are not always observed

because they may be negligible compared to the noise. The models studied here mainly
describe the vanishing of details and textures with low contrast, as the numerical
experiments of Section 4 illustrate.

To sum up, we have seen three toy examples showing that:
• Even periodic signals are biased.
• Small details vanish as the search window increases.
• Low contrasted edges are blurred.

Of course, the point is not to reproach the filter with smoothing images: we simply
try to give some intuition on the ”bias part” of the error. In the next section, we
carry on the discussion taking the noise into account.

3. Bias, risk and regularity in the patch space. In general, and contrary
to the above toy examples, one may not be able to derive analytic expressions of
the output of the filter. In this section, we regard the choice of the parameter as
a bias-variance trade-off. To this end, we propose in this section a simple notion of
regularity to predict if a pixel will suffer from a strong bias or not.

3.1. Non-Local regularity and the patch space. In this subsection, we try
to make precise the Patch Regularity assumption exposed in the introduction, which
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determines the bias of the Non-Local Means estimator. While several authors ([19,
20, 27, 28, 23]) interpret the behavior of the algorithm as a diffusion on a manifold in
the patch space (and, indeed, there is strong evidence that the patches of an image
lie on a manifold), the point of view we adopt is more elementary and does not take
into account the smoothness of the set of patches of the image.

Let us precise the notations. In this paragraph, we may assume that images/signals
are defined on a continuous domain Ω ⊂ Rd.

Consider the patch application:

U : Ω −→ P ⊂ Rsd

x 7→ (u(y), |y − x|∞ ≤ s−1
2 )

(3.1)

which maps every pixel x of the domain to the patch of center x in the patch space
P. Provided u is smooth enough, this gives a parametrization of a curve/ surface in
the patch space (however, we do not need any manifold assumption in the following).
Consider for instance a periodic image u represented in the patch space: the manifold
is a closed curve/surface. However this representation does take into account the
repetition of patches, which clearly matters for NLmeans.

Therefore, if we want to study the patch regularity in the patch space, we should
not focus on the geometry but on the mass of the patch set: we need to count the
number of patches with the same values that actually belong to the image. To this
end, let us define a measure on the patch space by pushing forward the Lebesgue
measure of the signal domain:

∀A ∈ B(Rs
d

),m(A) = Ld(U−1(A))

Notice that, if the search window is equal to the whole image, the weights of

NLmeans w(x, y) = 1
C(x)e

− ‖U(x)−U(y)‖2

2h2 (where C(x) is the normalizing factor) actually
only depend on the patch value U(x) and not on the pixel position x itself. Therefore

we can denote them by W (U(x), U(y)) = 1
C(U(x))e

− ‖U(x)−U(y)‖2

h2 and use the transfer
theorem:

NLu(x) =
∫

Ω

u(y)w(x, y)dy =
∫
P
c(P )W (U(x), P )dm(P ) (3.2)

where c is the application that maps a patch to the value of its central pixel, that
is, up to a change of coordinates, the projection to the first axis in the patch space
(equivalently, P 1 = c(P )).

This formula states that the solution of NLmeans can be computed directly in
the patch space provided that given each patch P ∈ P, one knows exactly how many
times dm(P ) it appears in the image. Then the value NLu(x) is the first moment
along the first axis (Ox1) of the measure W (U(x), P )dm(P ). An image whose density
m is locally widely spread along the Ox1 axis will be considerably modified by the
NLmeans algorithm, whereas an image whose density m is concentrated along Ox1

will be preserved.
Remark 3.1. Because of the normalization of the weights, the measure W (U(x), P )dm(P )

has total mass 1. The ”bias” of the filter can therefore be expressed as:

NLu(x)− u(x) =
∫
P

(c(P )− c(U(x)))W (U(x), P )dm(P ).
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Fig. 3.1. Example of a similarity diagram. Left: extract of the Lena image (without noise).
Right: its similarity diagram at the point x indicated by a red cross: patches are represented de-
pending on their distance to the reference patch (abscissa) and the difference between their central
pixel (ordinate). For clarity, the search was limited to a 51× 51 window. The assumption ”Similar
patches have similar central pixels” seems relevant in this case. The bias of the NLmeans filter at
x is equal to the weighted-moment of this distribution along the ordinate axis.

One may reformulate the patch regularity assumption by imposing that the measure
m makes the above integral small.

Two sufficient conditions for this are given below:
• (Uniform bound) Assuming that the support of the measureW (U(x), P )dm(P )

is contained in the set {P ∈ Rsd , |P 1−u(x)| ≤ ε}, we trivially have |NLu(x)−
u(x)| ≤ ε.

• (Lipschitz bound) A way to allow patches P that are very different from
U(x) to have a different central pixel is to merely impose that the support
of W (U(x), P )dm(P ) is contained in the set {P ∈ Rsd , |P 1 − c(U(x))| ≤
k‖Ṗ − U̇(x)‖}, where Ṗ := (P 2, . . . , P s

d

) denotes the patch excluding its
central pixel and k > 0 is a constant. This provides the upper bound:

|NLu(x)− u(x)| ≤ α(k)
∫
P
‖P − U(x)‖W (U(x), P )dm(P ),

for some constant α(k) > 0. However, the above integral can be arbi-

trarily large since the gaussian weights W (Q,P ) = 1
C(Q)e

− ‖Q−P‖
2

h2 of the
NLmeans never cancel. On the contrary, if we replace them with W (Q,P ) =

1
C(Q)ϕ

(
‖Q−P‖2

h2

)
where ϕ has compact support (ϕ(x) = 0 for x ≥ r > 0) the

above upper-bound becomes α(k)r: it is small when k is small.

Similarity diagram. In [23], the authors study the denoising of a step signal using
NLmeans with patch size 2 (i.e. the patch is (u(x), u(x+ 1))) from a diffusion point
of view. To this end, they represent the set of patches as the couples (u(y), u(y + 1))
for all y. In view of the above remarks, we use a slightly different representation (see
Figure 3.1), taking U(x) for a given x as the origin, and focusing on the Ox1 axis.
When the patch size is more than 2, we simply plot the patch set as the couples:
(‖Ṗ − U̇(x)‖, c(P ) − u(x)), where again Ṗ ∈ Rsd−1 denotes the patch excluding its
central pixel. This representation contains exactly the information NLmeans needs
to compute NLu(x), and it allows to see if the estimation of each pixel will be much
biased. We shall refer to this representation in terms of distance between patches and
difference of central pixels as a similarity diagram.
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3.2. The bias-variance dilemma. In this subsection, we assume that the vari-
ance σ2 of the noise is small, and that the patch size is large1. Thus, if Ũ(z) denotes
the patches of the noisy image ũ = u + n, with n i.i.d. gaussian noise, we have2:
‖Ũ(x) − Ũ(y)‖2 ≈ E‖Ũ(x) − Ũ(y)‖2 = ‖U(x) − U(y)‖2 + 2σ2. Therefore, we may
consider the weights deterministic.

Then, the risk of denoising the pixel x is given by:

E|NLũ(x)− u(x)|2 = E|NLũ(x)−NLu(x)|2 + E|NLu(x)− u(x)|2

+ 2E ((NLũ−NLu(x))(NLu(x)− u(x))) .

The last term vanishes, since E(NLũ(x) − NLu(x)) =
∑
y E(n(y))w(x, y) = 0.

The first one depends on the noise variance, since :

E|NLũ(x)−NLu(x)|2 = E

(∑
y

n(y)w(x, y)

)2

= σ2
∑
y

(w(x, y))2

= σ2

∫
P

(W (U(x), P ))2
dm(P ) := R1, (3.3)

where m is the measure defined in Section 3.1. The second one, R2 := |NLu(x) −
u(x)|2, can be interpreted as a bias term, and it depends on the ”patch regularity” of
the image. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives an upper bound of it3:

R2 := |NLu(x)− u(x)|2

=
(∫
P

(c(P )− c(U(x)))W (U(x), P )dm(P )
)2

(3.4)

≤
(∫
P

(c(P )− c(U(x)))2W (U(x), P )dm(P )
)(∫

P
W (U(x), P )dm(P )

)
≤
∫
P

(c(P )− c(U(x)))2W (U(x), P )dm(P ) (3.5)

As a consequence, the problem of finding the value h of the parameter that min-
imizes the risk can be reformulated as finding the value of h that minimizes :

R1 +R2 = σ2

∫
P

(W (U(x), P ))2
dm(P )+

(∫
P

(c(P )− c(U(x)))W (U(x), P )dm(P )
)2

.

(3.6)
To interpret this quantity, let us momentarily assume that the weights are not

gaussian but given by an indicator function: w(x, y) = 1
C(x)1‖U(x)−U(y)‖2≤h2 , where

C(x) is an appropriate normalization factor. In the patch space, it can be written as:

1Roughly, we assume that σ2

sd/2
is small compared to the typical square distance ‖U(x)−U(y)‖2,

which is typically 102 as illustrated in Figure 3.7.
2This approximation is not valid for x = y. However, the same qualitative conclusions can be

drawn by slightly adapting the following discussion. We skip this for the sake of clarity.
3Notice that the integral of the upper bound (3.5) over the image gives the non-local H1 norm

used in ([12, 16]) in a variational framework.
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Fig. 3.2. Left: a synthetic image, with different proportions of black and white. Right: the
similarity diagram of this noise-free image for a white pixel (top) and a black pixel (bottom). The
size of the disks is proportional to the number of patches at a given distance and difference of central
pixels. Once noise is added, it is clear that when denoising white pixels, one may choose a large
smoothing parameter h, since the bias is very low. On the contrary, when denoising a black pixel,
one cannot reduce the variance of the noise by a large amount since the large bias compels one to
use a small smoothing parameter.

W (P,Q) =
1Bh(P )(Q)

m(Bh(P )) , where Bh(P ) denotes a ball with radius h and center P , and
m(Bh(P )) denotes its m-measure, i.e. the number of patches within distance h of P .
Then, similar computations show that:

R1 +R2 =
σ2

m(Bh′(U(x)))
+

(
1

m(Bh′(U(x)))

∫
Bh′ (U(x))

(c(P )− c(U(x)))dm(P )

)2

,

(3.7)
with h′ =

√
h2 − 2σ2.

The first term is a non-increasing function of h, whereas the second one is not
necessarily monotone. However, if the image satisfies the Patch Regularity assump-
tion, it is reasonable to expect that the second term (or at least the upper bound
(3.5)) is roughly non-decreasing, since we allow patches that are less similar to have
a less similar central pixel (see Figure 3.1). This formula shows that the best choice
for h is a trade-off between reducing the variance by taking a large number of pixels
in the average, and not averaging pixels that belong to very different patches.

This trade-off is all the easier as the image is patch regular. In our experiments we
have noticed that although the Lipschitz condition is often verified, the corresponding
constant k varies with the pixel x. The following two examples should convince the
reader that the patch regularity is in fact necessarily local.

Example 1. Figure 3.2 revisits the example of Section 2.3 (a step signal/image
where the proportions of black and white pixels are different) using similarity dia-
grams. For a given value of h, the minority pixels suffer more from bias than the
majority pixels. Therefore the optimal value to denoise the black pixels is different
from the optimal one for the white pixels, as the plotting of the bound on the risk
(Eq. 3.6) would show.

Example 2. We may interpret the smoothing of periodic crenels described in
Section 2.1. Figure 3.3 shows the similarity diagram of a pixel which lies at the
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Fig. 3.3. Similarity diagrams for a crenel image/signal. Left: synthetic crenel image. Right:
similarity diagram for a pixel at the middle of a white crenel (top) and at the edge of a crenel
(bottom). The size of the blue disks is proportional to the frequency each patch is actually encountered
in the image. The image is patch regular at the first pixel, but not at the second one. The red line
indicates the boundary of a ball centered at U(x), i.e. a level-line of the weight function P 7→
W (U(x), P ).

middle of the crenel and another one that lies near the edge. A possible thresholding
value of the distance is suggested. It is clear that the first one is easier to denoise
than the second one, since in the first case, one may use a large value of h in order
to decrease the variance, whereas in the second case any such value would introduce
a large bias . In fact, even though the considered signal is periodic, it is not regular
in the sense of NLmeans at the points near the edges. In dimension 2, it is classical
when working with NLmeans to show that the weights adapt to the local geometry of
edges and therefore preserve them. However this is not true anymore when working
with less contrasted edges or isolated details. In fact, Figure 3.3 advocates for using a
different smoothing parameter in regions that suffer from a large bias than in regions
where the image is patch regular.

Remark 3.2. The expression in (3.6) depends on the measure m related to the
noise free image. However one may wonder how this measure is modified by the noise.
When the noise variance is small, we expect that the ”noisy” measure m̃ is not very
different from m. Indeed, by Campbell’s formula (or simply Fubini’s theorem), the
”expected measure” on P has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure given by
the convolution of the probability density function of the noise and the measure m. In
other words, for all continuous bounded function f on Rsd :

E
(∫
P
f(P )dm̃(P )

)
=
∫

Rsd
f(Y )

(∫
P
g(Y − Z)dm(Z)

)
dY

where g is, in our case, a gaussian density with covariance matrix σ2Isd .

3.3. Bias and the size of the search window. We discussed in Section 2.2
the fact that the size of the search window has an impact on the final result. Using
a small search window is the common use and the reason invoked is that, besides the
speed-up, images are not really non-local. In this subsection we relate an experiment
that precises this idea.

We run the NLmeans filter on several images degraded by a noise with σ = 10,
and look at the evolution of the PSNR when the size of the search window increases.
However, we truncate the weights in the following way:

w(x, y) =

{
1

C(x)e
− ‖Ũ(x)−Ũ(y)‖2

2h2 if ‖Ũ(x)− Ũ(y)‖ ≤ T,
0 otherwise.

(3.8)
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Fig. 3.4. Left: Evolution of the PSNR as the size of the search window increases, for different
values of the threshold T , on the boat image. Using a good threshold (e.g. T = 20) for the weights
makes the algorithm more robust to changes of the search window. The parameter are: h = 10,
s = 7. The noise level is σ = 10. Right: the different kinds of irrelevant pixels in a similarity
diagram.

where C(x) is, as usual, a normalizing factor. Since the patch distance is normalized,
for a threshold value T = 255, the algorithm is equivalent to the usual NLmeans
algorithm. The parameter h is set to 10, which gives good visual results when the
size of the search window is 25× 25.

The typical curves for several values of T are shown in Figure 3.4. The PSNR
first increases as the size W of the search window increases, since on very small
neighborhoods all the pixels are relevant to denoise a pixel x, so the more pixels the
better. When W gets large enough, many pixels in the search window are irrelevant
to denoise x and the PSNR drops.

There are two different kinds of irrelevant pixels when applying the NLmeans
filter at a pixel x (see Figure 3.4). First, pixels that belong to patches that are similar
but have very different central values (‖U(x) − U(y)‖ is small but |u(x) − u(y)| is
large): these patches are cause of non patch regularity. We have seen that this kind of
pixels arise for instance at edges. Second, pixels that belong to very different patches
(‖U(x) − U(y)‖ is large). These pixels have a small weight but, as in Section 2.2,
it is non-zero. Contrary to the pixels of the first type, we can get rid of them by
truncating the weights as in (3.8).

The interesting point in this experiment is that when imposing a small threshold
value T , the filter is almost insensitive to the increase of the search window. This
shows that the pixels of the first kind are not prominent when the search window
increases, and therefore the loss of PSNR without thresholding is due to the bias
induced by pixels of the second kind. As a consequence, there is a gain in using
a small search window, not because images are not patch regular, but because the
proportion of irrelevant patches of the second kind becomes overwhelming when the
search window gets larger.

As a consequence, this advocates for the use of truncated weights rather than
gaussian weights. In [13], it is proposed to use weight functions with compact support
and the authors show that this allows to preserve textures better (which can also be
understood in light of Section 2.2). Let us stress the fact that it also makes the
algorithm more robust to the choice of the search window. Therefore, when using
weight functions with compact support, the interest of using a reduced search window
should mainly be computational rather than for the quality of the result.

Of course, the question is how to choose the thresholding parameter T , or the
smoothing parameter h when using a function with compact support. This point is
discussed in Section 4.
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3.4. The patch size dilemma. A last issue is the choice of the patch size.
Defining a patch size amounts to choosing a patch space, which determines the sim-
ilarities, and therefore the optimal smoothing parameter h. It is remarkable that, in
the literature ([26, 29, 17]), the best results with strong noise are obtained with large
patches. As noted in [23], using a large patch allows a more robust discrimination
between areas that are not actually similar, which is interesting in the presence of
noise. Let us borrow and reformulate their argument in an experiment illustrated in
Figure 3.5. We consider an image with two regions (with intensities α and 0) and a
noise with standard deviation σ such that the two noisy regions are hard to distin-
guish. In a similarity diagram, the black and grey regions cannot be discriminated
with a 3× 3 patch, but with size 15× 15 one clearly sees two different clouds. Indeed,
let P be a perfect grey patch and Ũ(x) be a noisy patch completely included in the
grey region. By the Bienaymé-Tchebychev inequality:

∀ε > 0, P
(∣∣∣‖Ũ(x)− P‖2 − σ2

∣∣∣ > ε
)
≤ 2σ4

sdε2
,

so that for a large patch size sd, most patches of the grey regions lie near the sphere of
radius σ and center P . Similarly the patches of the black regions are centered around
the perfect black patch Q, and the proportion of patches that mislead NLmeans is
approximately the proportion of points on each sphere that are closer to the center of
the other sphere. Now, that proportion vanishes as s → +∞. Indeed, it is given byR σ+ε
σ−ε r

sd−1 R θ0(r)
0 (sin θ)s

d−2dθdrA
sd−2R σ+ε

σ−ε r
sd−1

R π
0 (sin θ)sd−2dθdrA

sd−2
, where cos θ0(r) = α

2r (see Figure 3.7) and Asd−2 is

the area of the unit sphere in Rsd−1. Taking ε = s−d/4, and noticing that θ0(r) ≤
θ0(σ + ε) < π

2 , one sees that it vanishes as s → +∞: for large s, most patches are
closer to the center of their own sphere. Thus, the NLmeans algorithm is better able
to distinguish the two regions for a large patch size

This example should encourage us to use large patches for their robustness to
noise. An example is shown in Figure 3.7 where a small patch size induces a mottling
effect. However, two objections should temper this conclusion. First, as explained
in Section 2.2 the other side of the coin is that using a large patch size reduces the
importance of little contrasted small details, so that they are more blurred. Second,
if the image has textures with highly contrasted transitions or which are not exactly
repeated, using a too large patch will prevent the algorithm from finding redundancies,
as Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show.

A way to overcome both issues is to select the smoothing parameter h accordingly:
when choosing the useful patches, be more selective in the first case and more tolerant
in the second one. These two contradictory behaviors advocate for a local choice of h
again.

In a nutshell, the patch size should ideally be chosen depending on the local scale
of the signal/image, but a locally defined h should make this choice less critical. In
the next section we propose to set both the smoothing parameter and the patch size
automatically.
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Fig. 3.5. Left: original (intensity 0 and α = 32) and noisy image (σ = 30). Middle and right:
similarity diagram for a pixel at the center of the grey region (the patch size is respectively 3 × 3
and 15 × 15). With a large patch size one sees two clusters. Question: Does the closest cluster
correspond to patches which have the same original intensity as U(x)? When s is large, the answer
is yes with high probability: in strong noise, a large patch size discriminates better the two regions
than a small one.

Fig. 3.6. Two spheres in the patch space
centered around the grey patch P and the black
patch Q. The patches on each sphere that lie
closer to the center of the other one are repre-
sented in bold: for them, the closest cluster is
the one that comes from a different original in-
tensity than theirs. The maximum angle θ0(r)
satisfies cos θ0 = α

2r
. The proportion of bold

patches vanishes as s→ +∞.

Fig. 3.7. Left and right: extract of the re-
sult of the NLmeans filter with s2 = 3 × 3 and
s2 = 5 × 5 on a noisy image (σ = 10, h opti-
mized for PSNR). Using a too small patch size
makes the algorithm less robust to noise and
Lena’s skin looks mottled. It looks smoother
with patch size 5× 5 but visual artifacts appear
in the eye.
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Fig. 3.8. Choice of the patch size: a one-dimensional example. In solid blue line, a noisy
signal given as an input to the NLmeans filter; in dashed red line, the weights related to the pixel
indicated by the largest peak. On the left, a small patch size (13) allows to find the pixels that are
useful to denoise. Right: the patch size is too large (15), no similar patch can be found because of
the transition of texture.
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(a) Original (b) Noisy (c) Top: original, bottom: noisy

(d) Patch size 9× 9 (e) Patch size 5× 5 (f) Top: 9× 9, bottom: 5× 5

Fig. 3.9. Choice of the patch size (bis): original image (a), noisy image (b) (σ = 10), result
of the NLmeans filter with patch size s2 = 9 × 9 (d), and s2 = 5 × 5 (e). Zoomed versions are
shown in (c) and (f). The search window is W = 29× 29, in each case the smoothing parameter h
was chosen to maximize the PSNR. Notice that around the letters it is very difficult to find similar
patches, so that a noisy halo appears. Using a smaller patch size reduces the spread of the halo since
it allows to find similar patches for the furthest pixels. Another solution would have been to force a
high smoothing parameter.
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4. Making the Non-Local Means spatially adaptive. At this point of the
discussion, let us sum up the main conclusions drawn above :

1. The bias of the Non-local means filter should not be neglected, even on peri-
odic signals.

2. It is determined by the patch regularity, a property that is mostly true in
natural images, but not everywhere (e.g. near edges).

3. Although images generally satisfy the patch regularity assumption, increasing
the size of the search window leads to a loss of PSNR because the non relevant
patches become overwhelming, and they have a positive weight.

4. The impact of the non relevant patches on details is all the more important
as the details are small compared to the patch size.

5. This loss can be reduced with the use of truncated weights.
6. Large patch sizes make the algorithm more robust to noise.
7. The choice of the patch size determines the similarity diagram at each pixel,

which itself determines the bias and therefore the optimal value of h. There
is no clear correlation between the patch size and the optimal smoothing
parameter h.

It is therefore natural to choose the parameters (at least h, and probably s) locally,
and to use weights with compact support. Let us stress the fact that the interest of
using truncated weights to reduce the bias was also noticed in [13].

This last section is divided in two parts, both dealing with the bias-variance
dilemma described in Section 3. First, we use an oracle to minimize the risk locally:
this gives the main guidelines on what an adaptive method should do and what it
can provide. Then we approximate the oracle using a SURE estimation of the risk:
we propose an algorithm which can locally set h by minimizing the risk and which
inherits the properties of the oracle.

In order to use weights with compact support (on top of using gaussian weights)

we write the weights as w(x, y) =
ϕ(
‖U(x)−U(y)‖2

2h2 )

C(x) , where C(x) is the normalizing factor.
We have tried several functions ϕ, among which we have not noticed much difference
provided that they have compact support. In the following, we will essentially refer
to the following functions:

ϕ0(x) = 1[0,1](x) =
{

1 if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
0 otherwise. ,

ϕ1(x) = exp(−x) (classical Non-local means weights),

ϕ2(x) = 1[0,1](x)(1− x)2(bisquare weights),

ϕ3(x) = 1[0,1](x)
(
1− (10x6 − 24x5 + 15x4)

)
(spline weights).

The first function ϕ0 is an indicator function used in the next experiment, while
ϕ1 corresponds to the classical NLmeans. Function ϕ2 was proposed in [13]. We
introduce the function ϕ3 as a C2 approximation of an indicator function, which is
necessary for the gradient descent exposed in Appendix A if one wants to quickly
select a global parameter.

4.1. Oracle estimation. As an application of the bias-variance considerations
of Section 3, we design an oracle which minimizes the risk (3.7). Of course in practice
we do not have access to the noise free image to estimate the risk, but this experiment
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illustrates the potential benefits of locally adapting the parameters: it sheds light on
what can be expected in terms of visual quality and what parameters should be used
in which region.

To this end, we use the indicator weights associated with ϕ0 instead of the gaussian
weights for the following reasons. First, we would like to have weights with compact
support, as explained earlier. Second, the risk (3.7) can be computed faster than with
other weights using an induction. Last but not least, these weights do not suffer from
the overestimation of the ”self-weights” w(x, x) pointed out in [21]. Let us recall that
for y 6= x, the distance between noisy patches ‖Ũ(x)−Ũ(y)‖2 ≈ ‖U(x)−U(y)‖2+2σ2 is
increased by the noise level, whereas the ”self-distance” ‖Ũ(x)−Ũ(x)‖2 is always zero.

Therefore, with gaussian weights, the weight w(x, x) = 1
C(x) is proportionally e

2σ2

2h2

times larger in presence of noise than it would be without noise. As a consequence,

some authors set w(x, x) to 1
C(x)e

− δ2

2h2 , where δ2 = miny 6=x ‖Ũ(x)− Ũ(y)‖2, or replace

it with 1
C(x)e

−σ2

h2 (see [21]). On the contrary, the indicator weights do not behave this
way, and we need not give a special value to w(x, x).

The filter has therefore the following form:

NLIu(x) =

∑
y∈Ω 1 ‖U(x)−U(y)‖2

2 ≤h2u(y)∑
y∈Ω 1 ‖U(x)−U(y)‖2

2 ≤h2

(4.1)

The expression (3.7), which gives (an approximation of) the risk, actually only
depends on m(Bh′(U(x))), the number of pixels that are taken into account in the
estimation of x, rather than on h′ itself. Thus, minimizing this bound over the
radius h′ amounts to finding the optimal number of pixels nx := m(Bh′(U(x))) when
denoising x. The computation of this bound for each integer can be performed very
fast using an induction.

To build our oracle estimate, we compute the risk on the noise free image u for
each integer, and we keep the minimizing value nx. Then we can estimate u(x) from
ũ by averaging the centers of the nx patches Ũ(y) that are the nearest to Ũ(x) in
euclidean distance. In a nutshell, we use the oracle to define a map nx and then
compute the non-local filter on the noisy image ũ, keeping only the best nx patches.
Therefore, contrary to [4], we denoise each pixel using a locally varying number of
pixels n over the image.

The obtained visual results will be discussed in the next Section and compared
with a local SURE estimation. For now, let us examine some properties of the oracle.

Figure 4.1 shows the number of pixels nx recommended by the oracle and the
associated smoothing parameter

√
2hx (that is, we display the norm ‖U(x) − U(y)‖

where y is the last pixel taken into account). We limited the maximum number of
pixels in the average to nmaxx = 3600. As one would have expected, in very smooth
regions the oracle advises us to use as many pixels as possible whereas in regions
where the image is not patch regular (i.e. near edges) the oracle recommends to use
very few pixels. The case of textures is in-between. A bit more surprising is the map
of the corresponding hx: the values prescribed near the edges are much higher than
in smooth regions or texture regions. In fact, even though the oracle prescribes very
few pixels to reduce the variance term, one has to go very far in the patch space
to gather enough pixels. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2 (notice that here these
similarity diagrams are computed on the noisy image). Therefore, one should use
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much higher values of h near edges. Let us stress again the fact that this problem
is not related with the overestimation of the self-weight mentioned above, since the
indicator functions do not suffer from this drawback.

Figure 4.4 shows the PSNR as a function of the size of search window (to be
compared with Figure 3.4). This time, the global trend of the PSNR is non decreasing
with the size of the search window. This suggests that there is no harm in computing
fully non-local means, provided that we choose well the pixels in the means4. At
worst, the PSNR tends to stabilize for a side-length W greater than 25, in which
case the extra-computations due to a fully non local filter are not justified. In images
which contain large and smooth regions, the PSNR is, strictly speaking, increasing,
because there is always interest in finding more pixels to reduce the variance. In the
general case, one may observe slight oscillations of the PSNR: when increasing the
search window, one adds to the mean several relevant pixels, but also a few pixels
of the first kind which perturb the estimation of u(x). However they are very few,
so that on the overall the PSNR is stabilized. With a local smoothing parameter h,
(or nx), the filter is therefore more robust to the choice of W than it is with a global
one, so that in the following, we fix W in advance and then we choose locally h. This
approach is dual to the one proposed by Kervrann et al. [14] who fix h and then
control the bias and variance of the filter by choosing the size of the search window.

To sum up, adaptivity allows to deal with pixels that have very few similar patches
(like edges) by increasing the smoothing parameter and makes the filter more robust
to the choice of the search window.

Remark 4.1. There is apparently a contradiction between the idea of adapting
the smoothing parameter h (whether globally or locally) to the content of the image and
the observation of several authors (e.g. [6, 26, 29]) that h should be set proportional to
the noise standard deviation σ. Figure 4.3 shows that the relation between the optimal
global parameter h and σ is indeed approximately linear and it is remarkable that the
slope does not vary much between different images.

On the one hand, this linear relation is so flagrant, that there is probably a deep
reason for it. On the other, the maps displayed on Figures 4.1 and 4.2 clearly illustrate
that the optimal value of h depends on the local content of the image. Moreover, the
uncertainty on the optimal h predicted by the linear relation is not negligible: for a
fixed noise level, swapping the optimal values for two different images may induce a
noticeable visual difference. As a consequence, this empirical rule only gives a rough
idea of the optimal value (that can be refined by the SURE estimation, see [29] or
below).

How can we reconcile the two points of view? A way to derive a linear relation
between h and σ is to use a χ2 test (see for instance [14]) to decide if two patches
are replicas: for instance, one chooses the smallest h such that 99% of the replicas
contaminated by the noise are accepted. We presume that this framework suits well
the smooth dominant regions which have a strong influence on the behavior of the
PSNR. Indeed, there are some replicas (or almost replicas) of each patch. However,
along winding edges or in highly oscillating regions (see Figure 4.1), one can never
find exact replicas, and we are bound to average patches that are not too different with
the hope that the central pixels are close to one another. This is the meaning of the
bias-variance approach of this paper.

4Put it this way, this statement looks as a tautology, but one should remember that the expression
(4.1) imposes a structure on the choice of the pixels, and it would not be true if pixels of the first
kind (see Section 3.3) were overwhelming in natural images.
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Fig. 4.1. Map of parameters prescribed by the oracle. The original images were degraded with
σ = 10, the patch size is s = 7. From top to bottom: original images (without noise), map of the
number of pixels in the mean, map of the corresponding h parameter. In the second row, the white
regions represent a number of pixels nx ≈ 3000. In the third row, first image, the parameter h is
approximately equal to 14 on the lake, while it ranges from 15 to 20 in the forest, and from 40 to 75
along the edges of the mountains and the lake. On the rocks it is around 30. Although the denoising
of edges should be performed with very few pixels, the corresponding parameter h should be very
large.

4.2. SURE. We have not managed to approximate the oracle for indicator
weights with a practical estimator. Possible explanations are the fact that the es-
timation using indicator weights is in general not robust, or the fact that, in Equation
(3.6), all the computations have been drawn assuming that the weights are determin-
istic, which is arguable. A way to handle the bias-variance dilemma without making
this assumption is to rely on the SURE estimation, which is well-known in the wavelet
community. After we derived the results of Section 4.2.1, we discovered the recent
work of [29] where the SURE estimation of the risk is derived for the classical NLmeans
algorithm.

4.2.1. Estimation of the risk. Let us first recall the result by Stein (see [24]):
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Fig. 4.2. Similarity diagram for three different pixels. The red line indicates the ball of radius
hx prescribed by the oracle (the pixels at the right of this line are not taken into account into the
mean.). In the interior of homogeneous regions (a), a small radius (hx ≈ 17) is sufficient to reduce
the variance of the noise. Near edges (b and c), one has to look very far in the patch space to find
enough pixels to reduce the variance (hx ≈ 50 and 95 respectively). The threshold is especially large
in the third case since the compensation of the darker and brighter pixels yields a very small bias.
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Fig. 4.3. Left: Evolution of the optimal global smoothing parameter h when the noise level σ
varies, for six different images. The linear behavior is clear. Middle and right: visual difference
between the optimal smoothing parameter for this specific image (h = 14.5, PSNR= 30, 84dB, only
an extract is shown) and the optimal one for another image (h = 16, PSNR= 30, 63dB): some of
the texture was lost.
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Fig. 4.4. Evolution of the PSNR as the size of the search window W increases. Left: for the
oracle with indicator weights on different images. The patch size is s = 7, the noise level is σ = 10.
With a locally defined smoothing parameter h, there is no or very little loss when using a large
window, so that the choice of W is not a real issue, contrary to Figure 3.4. Right: for the Local
SURE filter on the image ”mountain”. The local SURE filter (solid green line), the NLmeans with
polynomial weight (solid blue line) and the classical NLmeans (dashed red line) are displayed (for
the last two filters, the parameter h was optimized for PSNR for each size of the search window).
The local SURE filter is robust to the size of the search window, mainly because of the compact
support of the weights.
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Proposition 4.2 (Stein). Let x ∈ R, Z ∼ N (0, σ2), and Y = x + Z. If
γ : R→ R is absolutely continuous, and

i) lim|z|→∞ γ(x+ z)e−
z2

2σ2 = 0,
ii) E(γ(x+ Z))2 < +∞ and E|γ′(x+ Z)| < +∞,

then the risk of the estimator Y + γ(Y ) of x is given by:

E|Y + γ(Y )− x|2 = E
(
σ2 + 2σ2γ′(Y ) + γ(Y )2

)
(4.2)

The proof relies on an integration by parts. Let us denote by ũ the noisy image, NLũ
the result of NLmeans applied to the noisy image using the noisy weights, and z the
noise at pixel x (i.e. ũ(x) = u(x) + z). Therefore, if we set γ(ũ(x)) = NLũ(x)− ũ(x)
we see that:

J(x) := −σ2 + 2σ2

(
d

dz
NLũ(x)

)
+ (NLũ(x)− ũ(x))2 (4.3)

is an unbiased estimator of the risk at pixel x, and in [29], an analytic expression of J is
given in the case of the gaussian weights. The authors show that this estimator yields
a very robust estimation of the global mean square error, once we have computed the
solution of NLmeans.

In this paper, since we want to use weights defined by functions ϕi with compact
support instead, we compute the general expression of the middle term. To use a
more compact notation, the pixel x we want to denoise being fixed, we write:

α :=
1
h2
, ϕy := ϕ

(
‖Ũ(x)− Ũ(y)‖2

2h2

)
= ϕ

(
α
‖Ũ(x)− Ũ(y)‖2

2

)
, and C := C(x) =

∑
y

ϕy.

Then, we have :

d

dz

(∑
y

ũ(y)
ϕy
C

)
=
ϕ(0)
C

+
1
C

∑
y

ũ(y)
∂ϕy
∂z
− 1
C2

(∑
y

ũ(y)ϕy

)(∑
w

∂ϕw
∂z

)
. (4.4)

The first term comes from ũ(x) = u(x) + z, whereas ∂
∂z (ũ(y)) = 0 for y 6= x. The

derivative of ϕy is given by:

∂ϕy
∂z

=
α

sd
(ũ(x)− ũ(y)− (ũ(x+ i0)− ũ(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸

if ∃i0,∈P, x=y+i0

)ϕ′y

where the last two terms only appear when y belongs to the patch centered at x (i.e.
|x−y|∞ ≤ s−1

2 ). Plugging this expression in (4.3), we get an estimation of the risk for
the Non-Local Means with weights defined by ϕ. As with the gaussian weights, this
is a very reliable estimation of the (global) mean square error when it is summed over
all pixel x in the image. Notice that this expression can be computed simultaneously
with the NLmeans filter without changing its complexity. In Appendix A, we propose
a fast way to set the global parameter h using a gradient descent on the risk estimate.
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4.2.2. Local Approach. Let us recall that we are interested in computing local
parameters, so that, as in Section 3.2, we want to minimize the local risk R1(x)+R2(x)
depending on the local content of the image (textured areas, smooth regions, . . . ).
The SURE estimation allows us to do this without assuming that the weights are
deterministic. The algorithm described here should not be regarded as a whole new
filter but simply as a way to set the parameters of the NLmeans.

Obviously, the pointwise estimation of the risk is not robust, so that we need
to locally average the estimations. Since images are not stationary, we should find
the right balance between having enough samples to estimate the risk, and keeping
a local estimation. Informally, it is not absurd to average the risk even in textured
areas since the risk should be very high in the whole region, but we should avoid to
mix the risk of areas of different kinds (smooth/textured).

In a local framework, if we use a gradient descent as in Appendix A, the values of h
at each pixel evolve independently, so that locally averaging the risk makes here little
sense. Therefore we consider a set of values {h1, h2, . . . hn} for the smoothing param-
eter, and for each value we compute the output of the NLmeans filter (NLhi ũ)i=1..n

and the associated risk map (Jhi)i=1..n. We convolve each risk map Jhi with a disk
indicator or a gaussian with small radius to have a more robust estimation of the local
risk. Then we choose for each pixel x the value hi(x) that minimizes the convolved
risk at pixel x, Jhi(x), and we retain the corresponding estimation NLhi(x)ũ(x).

Implementation. In our experiment, we have used about n = 60 values of h, the
set {h1, h2, . . . hn} depending on the kind of weights we use and the noise level. For
instance, using spline weights, we take h = 3 : 0.5 : 35 for σ = 10. This is of course very
robust to the change of images, and a good heuristic is to increase h proportionally
when the noise level increases (e.g. h = 9 : 1.5 : 105 for σ = 30). On first thought, it
looks like we need to compute 60 NLmeans filters. Even if it were the case, several
iterative methods proposed in the literature also have to perform similar numbers
of NLmeans filters, which proves that this is achievable. However, our method is
not iterative and a few simplifications appear: the expensive computations of the
patch distances needs be performed only once (since all the filters work with the same
input image), moreover the other computations are independent, they can therefore
be parallelized. To sum up, we propose the procedure described as Algorithm 1 below.

The for loops at lines 4 and 11 can easily be vectorized, so that, well implemented,
this algorithm should not be much slower to run than the regular NLmeans. To
execute lines from 1 to 15 (the rest is negligible) on a 256 × 384 image using search
window W of 23× 23 and 64 values of the h parameter, our code takes 26 s with the
spline weights. And there is room for acceleration. The computer we use is equipped
with an Intel Core2 Duo 2.5GHz and 4Gb RAM. Our C code uses SSE instructions to
perform the same operations on four floats at a time but runs only on one of the two
cores. Moreover our implementation does not take advantage of the fact that for each
pixel, if a weight is zero for some value h1, it is necessarily zero for all h2 ≤ h1. More
generally, several approaches proposed in the literature (like the integrated sums of
squares to compute the patch distances in [8], or the cluster tree in [5] to accelerate
the NLmeans) could be adapted.

The last point is to decide how many samples we should use to estimate the
local risk (this corresponds to line 17 in the algorithm: convolution of the risk with a
gaussian or a disk indicator). We propose to set r = 14 × σ

10 . This value is justified
heuristically in Appendix B.

Remark 4.3. Instead of convolving the risk for each value of h, another way
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Algorithm 1 NLmeans with Local Sure
1: for each pixel x do
2: for each translation k ∈ Zd, |k|∞ ≤ W−1

2 do

3: dist ← ‖U(x)−U(x+k)‖2
2

4: for i=1 to n do
5: (

∑
uϕ)i ← (

∑
uϕ)i + u(x+ k)ϕ(dist

h2
i

)

6: (
∑
ϕ)i ← (

∑
ϕ)i + ϕ(dist

h2
i

)

7: (
∑
uϕ′)i ← (

∑
uϕ′)i + u(x+ k)ϕ′(dist

h2
i

)

8: (
∑
ϕ′)i ← (

∑
ϕ′)i + ϕ′(dist

h2
i

)
9: end for

10: end for
11: for i=1 to n do
12: NLiu(x)← (

∑
uϕ)i / (

∑
ϕ)i

13: Ji(x)← . . . (Equation 4.3)
14: end for
15: end for
16: for i=1 to n do
17: Ji ← Ji ∗Gr
18: end for
19: for each pixel x do
20: i(x)← arg mini Ji(x)
21: NLSure(x)← NLi(x)u(x)
22: end for

to average it would be to reuse the weights computed by the NLmeans filter with the
corresponding value of h and perform a non-local filtering of the risk. The idea is that
the estimation of the risk given in (4.3) depends on the patch (and its similarity with
the others) rather than the spatial position of the pixel. This method provides sharper
maps of h than with the convolution method. However, there is hardly any visual
difference in the corresponding denoised images. Since it doubles the computation
time, we have not retained this approach.

4.3. Experimental Results. In this section, we illustrate the differences be-
tween the NLmeans filter with optimal global parameter and the NLmeans with local
parameter using SURE. Notice that by optimal global parameter, we mean that we
have retained the value of h that minimizes the true MSE rather than the SURE
estimator for the whole image (which would yield very little difference however). The
indicator oracle (Section 4.1) is also shown. Notice that, to be coherent with the
whole paper, the NLmeans filter we use here is rigorously the one described by (1.2)
when replacing the exponential with a function ϕ described above5. Of course, in the
following, the local and global versions share the same values for the parameters that

5Precisely, we do not replace the self weight w(x, x) by the maximum of the weights w(x, y).
This would slightly reduce the rare patch effect described here but it would not solve it, because this
effect is due to the configuration of the patch cloud (see Figure 4.2) and even the indicator weights
suffer from it. This trick would also favor the loss of details. Moreover, its relevance is questioned in
[21]. However, let us mention that the estimation of the risk (4.3) could easily be modified to take
this trick or the one proposed in [21] into account.
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Fig. 4.5. Top, from left to right: Original image, noisy image (σ = 10), NLmeans with global
smoothing parameter h optimized for PSNR (32.65 dB), NLmeans with local h prescribed by SURE
(32.96 dB). Bottom: zoom of the NLmeans with global h, local h , and their respective method noise
(ũ−NLũ). Along contrasted edges, the global NLmeans leaves a noisy halo. This ”rare patch effect”
is all the stronger as the edge is winding. The local choice of the smoothing parameter corrects this
shortcoming.

are not locally estimated. Unless otherwise stated, the size of the search window is
set to 29 × 29, the patch size is 7 × 7, and the weights are spline-based (ϕ = ϕ3).
Notice that the use of compactly supported weights already gives a better result than
the original gaussian ones, as explained in [13].

Figure 4.5 shows a comparison between the NLmeans with the best global param-
eter and the NLmeans filter with local SURE parameter h. One may observe the rare
patch effect already mentioned in Figure 3.9 and in Section 4.1: for some pixels (espe-
cially near contrasted edges) the most similar patches are very far in the patch space.
Using a fixed value h that is globally optimal, the algorithm does not select enough
patches to significantly reduce the variance. This phenomenon may also appear on
contrasted textures, as illustrated in Figures 4.7 and 4.8: the NLmeans with global
parameter leaves the noise on the fur of the tiger. On the contrary, the NLmeans with
local SURE uses a very high value of h in these difficult regions in order to gather
enough pixels. A map of the parameter h is shown in Figure 4.6: regions with rare
patches are clearly highlighted.

With a smaller patch size (s2 = 5 × 5) the ”rare patch effect” is less noticeable,
but it is still there, as can be seen on Figure 4.9. Using an even smaller patch size (e.g.
3×3) for that noise level would leave too much noise (mottled aspect) as explained in
Section 3.4 and Figure 3.7. One may notice that the local SURE version removes the
rare patch effect and that it is quite robust to the patch size (the visual impression is
even slightly better with patch size s2 = 7× 7).

Figure 4.10 provides an illustration of the better preservation of textures with the
local parameter h. Notice also the preservation of the eye of the baby penguin. This
figure also shows the result provided by the indicator oracle. It is far above the other
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Fig. 4.6. From left to right: original images, noisy images (σ = 10, PSNR 28.12 dB on the
top, 28.13 dB on the bottom), map of the values of smoothing parameter h used by the local-SURE.
Notice that, as with the oracle, the values along contrasted edges are high. Similarly, it is very high
on the fur of the tiger where it is difficult to find similar patches.

Fig. 4.7. From left to right : NLmeans with global parameter h = 14 chosen to maximize the
PSNR (31.71dB), result of the local SURE denoising (PSNR 32.33dB).

Fig. 4.8. Zoom of Figure 4.7. With the local parameter prescribed by SURE, less noise is left
in regions where the most similar patches lie at a large distance in the patch space.
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two methods but it is not available in practice since it relies on the noise free image.
With a higher noise level (σ = 20), Figure 4.11 reveals that the value of h should

be chosen in function of the local contrast if one wants both to reduce the noise
and keep sharp edges. Using an optimal global value makes the less contrasted edge
blurry, similarly to the toy examples of Section 2. Yet, assigning a smaller global
value that makes the less contrasted edge sharp gives a noisy halo around the more
contrasted edge. Both the NLmeans with local SURE and the oracle deal locally with
the contrast.

The ability to preserve small details is also illustrated in Figure 4.12. We compare
the classical NLmeans (with gaussian weights), the NLmeans with spline weights and
global smoothing parameter h, and the NLmeans with spline weights and local h, on
a noisy image (σ = 10). The smoothing parameter of the first two filters is set to
maximize the PSNR. We observe that the main gain in detail preservation is provided
by adaptivity and not by the weight function.

One issue with adaptivity, however, is that the visual result might not look very
natural when the decision on the smoothing parameter varies quickly because of the
randomness of the SURE estimator. In Figure 4.12, the filter tries to preserve a rope
in region 4 but it leaves a noisy spot instead. Figure 4.13 shows this phenomenon
on the ground (notice however that the texture of the roof is better preserved with
the local SURE filter). A solution is to enlarge the size of the neighborhood when
averaging the risk, but it reduces the adaptivity of the filter.

Choice of the other parameters. In Section 4.1, we have shown that the oracle
could benefit from having a large search window. Figure 4.4 displays the evolution
of the PSNR as the search window increases for the NLmeans with local SURE. The
filter is very robust to the change of the search window (as a consequence we leave this
parameter unchanged in the experiments), but contrary to the oracle, the PSNR tends
to decrease when the search window gets large. Presumably one needs an accuracy
in the choice of h that only the oracle is able to provide in order to benefit from large
search windows. Comparisons with the global parameter and gaussian weights show
that this robustness mainly stems from the compact support of the weights, rather
than from the adaptivity.

Eventually, we can locally adapt the patch size as well, using the local SURE.
Figures 4.15 and 4.14 recap the trade-off one has to face when choosing the global
patch size: a too small patch size yields a mottling effect but it allows to preserve
details, whereas a large patch sizes produces smoother images except in regions where
it brings the rare patch effect. Choosing locally h already makes this choice easier by
allowing to preserve details with large patch sizes.

Therefore, the gain in letting s vary locally is visually small, although in our
experiments it always provides a slightly higher PSNR. An example of the fully local
method is shown in Figure 4.16. Because of the small textures, the best PSNR (32.88
dB) with global parameter h and s is provided by the patch size s2 = 3× 3. However
the image looks mottled, especially on the water and on the clouds. The local choice
of h and s2 provides a slightly higher PSNR (33.18 dB) and it removes the mottling
effect while preserving textures. However, using a fixed patch size (e.g. 7× 7) and a
local h would yield a very similar result (not represented here): the extra-computation
time might not be worth it. The map of s shows that the algorithm chooses a small
patch size in the textured regions and a large patch size in smooth regions.

Conclusion. The local SURE method chooses automatically the smoothing pa-
rameter h of the NLmeans filter, and it is robust to the choice of the search window
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(a) Original (b) Global h, s2 = 5× 5 (c) Global h, s2 = 7× 7

(d) Noisy σ = 10 (e) Local h, s2 = 5× 5 (f) Local h, s2 = 7× 7

Fig. 4.9. Extract of an experiment on the ”couple” image. First row: extract of the original
image (a), results of NLmeans with global parameter h: the patch size is s2 = 5 × 5 in (b) (PSNR
32.46dB), and s2 = 7 × 7 in (c) (PSNR 32.14dB). In both cases, h was chosen to maximize the
PSNR. Second row: noisy image (c) (σ = 10), results of NLmeans with local-SURE parameter h:
the patch size is s2 = 5× 5 in (e) (PSNR 32.77dB), and s2 = 7× 7 in (f) (PSNR 32.70dB). Notice
how the face, the tie and the shoulder are smoother with the local SURE (the reader should zoom on
this picture) with both patch sizes. Yet the contrast of the wall is not lost.

Fig. 4.10. From left to right: result of the NLmeans filter with global h optimized for PSNR
(31.17 dB), result of the filter with local h prescribed by SURE (PSNR 31.96 dB), result of the
indicator oracle filter (PSNR 33, 23 dB). Let us recall that the last result is computed using the
noise free image and it is therefore not computable in practice.
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Fig. 4.11. Experiment with a noise level σ = 20. Top left: result of the NLmeans filter (spline
weights, h = 30 optimized for the PSNR). The global optimal parameter is too high for the least
contrasted edges, so that, as in (2.6), they are blurred. Top right: result of the local SURE filter.
Along the least contrasted edge, the chosen value of h is about 24. If we set the global parameter
to 24 (bottom left), these edges become sharp but the more contrasted edges become noisy. Bottom
right: map of the values of h prescribed by the indicator oracle: the more contrasted the edge, the
higher h should be.

W and the patch size s2. The patch size s2 can be chosen locally but it provides
hardly any visual improvement over a global (well chosen) patch size: we suggest to
select a global patch size large enough to avoid the mottling effect (the prescription
of global SURE works fine) and a local parameter h.

The main improvement brought by the locality is to remove the ”rare patch
effect”. This is definitely a visual improvement, but since the concerned regions,
along edges, or highly contrasted textures, are not prominent in images, the gain on
the global PSNR is moderate. A second, less striking, improvement is the better
preservation of the contrast of details and textures. However, a limitation of the
method is that the decision of the local SURE might yield small visual artifacts in
some regions. We plan to study further the behavior of SURE for NLmeans estimator
in order to reduce this effect.

Acknowledgements. The first author would like to thank Joseph Salmon, Charles
Deledalle and Julien Rabin for fruitful discussions about this work.

Appendix A: A Gradient descent to choose an optimal global param-
eter. Here we propose a fast way to select an optimal global parameter h without
computing NLmeans for many different values of h as in the local approach. To this
end, we compute the derivative of the SURE estimator, which allows for gradient
descents or any descent method that relies on the derivative of the SURE estimator,
as in [31] in the wavelet framework. For instance:



(a) Gaussian weights, global h. (b) Spline weights, global h.

(c) Spline weights, local h. (d)Original image (without noise).

Fig. 4.12. Comparison of the NLmeans filter on a noisy image (σ = 10) : (a) with gaussian
weights, global h, (b) spline weights, global h, (c) spline weights, h is locally set by the local SURE.
The original image (without noise) is shown in (d). In (a) and (b), the parameter h is optimized
for PSNR. The difference between them is barely visible. In regions 1),2) and 3), the adaptivity (c)
allows to reconstruct fine structures such as ropes and antennas. However, the filter leaves a noisy
spot in region 4) when trying to preserve a fine rope.

Line-search approach Compute the derivative of the SURE estimator: ∂J
∂h (see

below) and perform a line search :
1. Choose hL (small), hR (large) such that ∂J

∂h (hL) < 0 and ∂J
∂h (hR) > 0.

Set h := hL+hR
2 .

2. Compute ∂J
∂h (h):

• If ∂J
∂h (h) = 0 Stop.

• If ∂J
∂h (h) < 0, set hL := h. Go to step 3.

• If ∂J
∂h (h) > 0, set hR := h. Go to step 3.

3. Update h := hL+hR
2 . Go to step 2.

To find the optimal value h, we would (ideally) perform this line search or a gradi-
ent descent over the Mean Square Error. Provided that one can swap the expectancy
and the derivation symbols, we see that ∂J

∂h is an unbiased estimator of ∂MSE
∂h , and

we can perform the descent with J . The computation of this derivative is a bit long,
but one may find the following expression:
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Fig. 4.13. Top left : Original image. Top right: noisy image (σ = 10). Bottom left: result of
the NLmeans filter (h = 6.5, optimized for the PSNR : 30.85dB). Bottom right: result of the local
SURE filter (PSNR 31.45dB). The texture of the roof is better preserved, on the ground however
the preservation of the texture in small areas looks a bit chaotic.

∂J

∂α
= 2σ2 ∂2

∂α∂z
(NLũ(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=A

+2(NLũ(x)− ũ(x))
∂

∂α
(NLũ(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=B

(4.5)

with:
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∂2
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(∑
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ϕy
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)
= −ϕ(0)
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∑
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∂α

+
∑
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ũ(y)
∂2

∂α∂z

(ϕy
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)
,
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∂

∂α

(∑
y

ũ(y)
ϕy
C

)
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1
C

∑
y

ũ(y)
∂ϕy
∂α
− 1
C2

(∑
y

ũ(y)ϕy

)(∑
w

∂ϕw
∂α

)
,
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y

ũ(y)
∂2

∂α∂z

(ϕy
C

)
=

1
C

∑
y

ũ(y)
∂2ϕy
∂α∂z

− 1
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(∑
y

ũ(y)
∂ϕy
∂α

)(∑
w

∂ϕw
∂z

)

− 1
C2

(∑
y

ũ(y)
∂ϕy
∂z

)(∑
w

∂ϕw
∂α

)
− 1
C2

(∑
y

ũ(y)ϕy

)(∑
w

∂2ϕw
∂α∂z

)

+
2
C3

(∑
y

ũ(y)ϕy

)(∑
w

∂ϕw
∂z

)(∑
r

∂ϕr
∂α

)
. (4.6)

Eventually, we need to express the derivatives of ϕy, and to remember that ∂J
∂h =

− 2
h3

∂J
∂α :
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(a) Global h, s2 = 3× 3 (b) Global h, s2 = 5× 5 (c) Global h, s2 = 7× 7

(d) Local h, s2 = 3× 3 (e) Local h, s2 = 5× 5 (f) Local h, s2 = 7× 7

Fig. 4.14. Patch size and textures. Top row: NLmeans with global smoothing parameter h
(optimized for PSNR) and different values of the patch size s2. Bottom row: Local parameter h.
The least contrasted textures are better preserved with a small patch size. However, what looks
like texture with patch size 3 × 3 might as well be the mottling artifact (see below). With the local
parameter h, the textures are preserved even with a large patch size.

(a) Global h, s2 = 3× 3 (b) Global h, s2 = 5× 5 (c) Global h, s2 = 7× 7

(d) Local h, s2 = 3× 3 (e) Local h, s2 = 5× 5 (f) Local h, s2 = 7× 7

Fig. 4.15. Patch size and robustness to noise (extract of the same experiment as in Figure 4.14).
With a too small patch size, the algorithm leaves too much noise: Lena’s skin looks mottled. As the
patch size increases, this effect reduces but the rare patch artifact appears. With a local h, the rare
patch effect is reduced, which allows to use large patches.
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(a) Global h, s2 = 3× 3 (b) Local h and s2

(c) Global h, s2 = 3× 3 (d) Local h and s2 (e) Map of s

Fig. 4.16. NLmeans with global parameters (a) on a noisy image (σ = 10): because of the
small textures, the best PSNR is achieved with patch size is 3 × 3 (PSNR= 32.88 dB - the reader
should zoom on this image). In (b), NLmeans with local patch size s2 ∈ {3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7, 9 × 9}
and local h: the result is smoother (PSNR 33.13 dB). The respective method noises (ũ−NLũ) are
shown in (c) and (d). The map of patch size is shown in (e). The algorithm chooses large patch
sizes (white) in smooth regions and small patch size (dark) where the local scale is small.

∂ϕy
∂α

=
‖Ũ(x)− Ũ(y)‖2

2
ϕ′y,

∂2ϕy
∂α∂z

=
1
sd

(ũ(x)− ũ(y)− (ũ(x+ i0)− ũ(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸
if ∃i0,∈P, x=y+i0

)

[
ϕ′y + α

‖Ũ(x)− Ũ(y)‖2

2
ϕ′′y

]
.

Figure 4.17 shows the evolution of the Mean Square Error (MSE) as a function
of h, and its estimation by SURE. It is typically a quasi-convex function, so that the
line search described above is appropriate to find a minimizer. The cumulative sums
of the derivative ∂J

∂h are also displayed: it is a robust estimation of the derivative of
the MSE. It also shows the convergence of the MSE when performing the line search
iterations. Starting with hL = 0.7, hR = 45 (which is not particularly adequate, one
should rather start with the linear prediction on h), the algorithm converges in 5 or
6 iterations.

Appendix B: Heuristic for the convolution radius r. Let us try to bound
the number N of pixels necessary to perform a good estimation of the optimal denoised
value. This rough bound aims only at showing that the local estimation method
can be performed in practice by giving an order of magnitude of N . Let h0 :=
arg minh (NLhũ(x)− ũ(x))2 be the optimal smoothing parameter for NLmeans at
pixel x, and h1 := arg minh Jh(x) the value of h given by minimizing the SURE
estimator over h. Let V := Var

(
Jh(x))− (NLhũ(x)− ũ(x))2

)
be the variance of

the error when estimating the risk, and assume momentarily that it does not depend
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Fig. 4.17. Left: Typical curve of the Mean Square Error as a function of h. The curve of the
SURE estimation (solid green line) and the true MSE (solid blue line) perfectly fit. The dashed red
line shows the cumulative sums (rectangle integration) of the estimated derivative (Eq. 4.5). The
slight shift can be attributed to the integration method. Right: Evolution of the PSNR during a line
search (see Appendix A) based on the estimate of the gradient: 5 or 6 iterations are sufficient for
convergence.

on h. Then, we approximate
(
Jh(x))− (NLhũ(x)− u(x))2

)2

≈ V , so that :

∣∣∣|NLhũ(x)− u(x)| −
√
Jh(x)

∣∣∣ ≈ √
V

|NLhũ(x)− u(x)|+
√
Jh(x)

≈
√
V

2|NLhũ(x)− u(x)|
as a first order approximation.

The right member being uniformly upper-bounded by
√
V

2|NLh0 ũ(x)−u(x)| , we see
that the difference between the minimum values is bounded by :∣∣∣|NLh0 ũ(x)− u(x)| −

√
Jh1(x)

∣∣∣ ≤ √
V

2|NLh0 ũ(x)− u(x)|
.

Now, we can show that the error using the SURE estimate is close to the minimal
error:

|NLh1 ũ(x)− u(x)| ≤
∣∣∣|NLh1 ũ(x)− u(x)| −

√
Jh1

∣∣∣+
√
Jh1

≤
√
V

2|NLh1 ũ(x)− u(x)|
+ |NLh0 ũ(x)− u(x)|+

√
V

2|NLh0 ũ(x)− u(x)|

≤ |NLh0 ũ(x)− u(x)|+
√
V

|NLh0 ũ(x)− u(x)|

If we assume6 that we can average the risk in a local neighborhood of x which
contains N pixels, the above calculations hold with V being replaced by V

N .
Obtaining an analytic expression of the variance V as done in [18] in the con-

text of frame denoising seems very difficult here, and it may not even provide useful
information on the number of pixels N we are looking for. Instead, we estimate V
empirically. We consider, for a fixed h and different noise levels (σ ranging from 5 to

6In particular, we assume that the properties of the image in this neighborhood are stationary.
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Fig. 4.18. Left: Average variance of J −MSE as a function of σ and h: for each value of σ,
the variance depends on h. The value of h prescribed by the SURE estimator is usually close to the
minimum of variance over h. Right : Variance of the J −MSE as a function of σ, for h = h(σ)
the value prescribed by SURE (solid line). In dashed green line, the function σ 7→ Cσ with C such
that the curves match at σ = 5.

30), say, 500 realizations of the noise on an image u and we estimate the variance of
J(x)− (NLũ(x)− u(x))2, i.e. the variance of the error when estimating the risk. We
perform this estimation inside different regions (textured/ smooth areas).

For instance, we find that for σ = 10 and h = 10 (using gaussian weights),
V ≈ 104. Moreover, the order of magnitude of |NLh0 ũ(x) − u(x)| is given by the
square root of the Mean Square Error (MSE). For these noise levels, the typical
optimal PSNR is about 32 dB, which means MSE ≈ 40.

If the local neighborhood is a disk of radius r around x, the error when estimating
the optimal value is

|NLh1 ũ(x)− u(x)| . |NLh0 ũ(x)− u(x)|+ 102

√
40πr

≈ |NLh0 ũ(x)− u(x)|+ 10
r
.

In other words, if we average the risk on a disk of radius 10, the difference between
the denoising with optimal parameter and the one prescribed by SURE is less than one
gray level, which is negligible.

This computation gives an order of magnitude for a suitable radius and it does
not aim at prescribing the exact radius one should use, but it is very close to the value
we have empirically found suitable (in practice we use a radius of 13 or 14).

When σ varies and the parameter h is chosen to minimize J , we find that the
variance V is less than Cσ2 for some constant C (see Figure 4.18). Therefore, if we
choose the convolution radius proportional to σ, we can keep the difference between
the optimal error and the one of the estimator below 1.
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